
I n Africa the Carbon Dioxide supply infrastructure 

is poorly developed. This means that large users 

are forced to become Carbon Dioxide producers 

themselves. This has resulted in the proliferation of 

numerous smaller plants. These small plants are complex 

to operate and require technical skills that are either 

expensive or not readily available.

Kryo Afrika have a team of highly trained and 

experienced plant technicians based in South Africa.

 

Our Team is ready to step in and help you get the most 

from your Carbon Dioxide Plant.

We offer three levels of service

  The Kryo Afrika Sustainability Program;

  The Opportunity Audit;

  Trouble Shooting response to plant breakdowns.

We suggest that you start with the Opportunity Audit and 

if the opportunity justifies a formal intervention that we 

move you onto the Kryo Afrika Sustainability Program.



CONTACT DETAILS:   

KRYO AFRIKA Pty Ltd

5 Highwick Drive, Kenilworth, Cape Town, South Africa

Email:  stephenv@kryoafrika.com

Mobile:  +27825567059   

Office:  +27217616827     Fax:  +27217616827

Web: www.kryoafrika.com 

Trouble shooting visit

You are battling with your plant and you need help! 

We are based in South Africa and have a team of three 

specialist technicians. In most cases we can be on your 

site within a few days.  

ASCO has appointed Kryo Afrika as its agent in Sub-

Saharan Africa. 

Kryo Afrika is an Independent Gas company that has 

been providing technical support and training in Afrika 

for many years.

This is how it works

• As soon as you have a problem/crisis contact us and 

provide us with as much detail as possible.;

• We will carry out a pre-visit data review;

• We will jointly agree on the number of days required 

and we will negotiate a price for the visit and book 

flights;

• Our technician visits your plant and works with your 

staff to resolve the problem. While doing this he will 

assess operator’s knowledge, plant condition and 

actual performance;

• He will stay on site for as long as we agree it is 

necessary.;

• Any additional costs will be agreed to and approved 

before we continue;

• He will provide brief exit feedback before he leaves 

the site;

• We will then compile a detailed post mortem which 

we will submit to you within 10 days of his return.


